Providing the community with Chinese Language and Culture courses for Students from Transition to Year 12

For further information visit www.darwinlanguagescentre.com
Phone 8985 5359

Centre a place for more than language

CHILDREN are natural language learners. With the ability to pick up on new verbal and non-verbal languages.

Without conscious effort, children can retain a range of new languages in a way that adults wish they could.

Improving future career prospects and learning the parents’ or grandparents’ background language, are several of the many reasons for learning a language.

For bilingual households, the opportunity to expand on a child’s current understanding of their cultural heritage and language is a great advantage.

Research also shows that learning a new language can enhance maths and analytical skills, problem solving, increase critical thinking and creativity and boost self-esteem and confidence.

The Darwin Language Centre has provided students with professional language education and cultural proficiency since 1997.

With more than 450 students currently enrolled in the popular classes, families are reaping the rewards of additional language education for their children.

School-aged children from Transition to Year 12 attend afternoon classes covering 11 different languages.

Located in a beautiful tropical school setting in Ludmilla, the centre operates during school terms from 4pm to 6pm Monday to Wednesday and from 10am to 12:30pm on Saturdays.

For further information visit www.darwinlanguagescentre.com
Phone 8985 5359

Languages offered include French, German, Greek, Indonesian, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Mandarin, Tagalog, Portuguese and Spanish.

Gong Xi Fa Cai

Happy New Year